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Private sector competing
for student work force
by Keith Porter
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

THIS IS KNIGHT COUNTRY
Some zealous Knight fans apparently decided they'd had enough of Florida
Gator propaganda. This billboard is located on State Road 50, just east of
Alafaya Trail. The arrow at the bottom of the sign points toward the university.

• The Knights triumph
overthe Tigers of Savannah $tote. And guess
what ... it was done with
a running game.
See page 16.

The Financial Aid Office has many
job openings, but is having a hard time
filling them due to increased competition from off-campus employers.
Barry W. Davidson of the Financial
Aid Office said, "I seem to be having a
real difficult time covering the positions I have open right now, and this
has never happened in the seven years
I've worked here."
He continued, "I think it is because
of the increased competition we have in
the area, like the Research Park and
the new hotels opening up."
Davidson said, "In the past, I
wouldn't have had these jobs open a
week, and now they can be unfilled for
three weeks."

The Financial Aid department has
on- and off-campus jobs t-0 offer students. Most are part-time positions
with a pay range of$3.35 to $6 an hour,
Davidson said.
''The off-campus positions are funnelled into the Co-op Office and then to
me because Co-op and I work together,"
Davidson said. "As for on-campus
employment, as various departments
need help, they contact me so I can post
the jobs they need filled on the bulletin
board outside our office."
Job openings are posted on two large
bulletin boards outside the Financial
Aid office. Jobs for student who qualify
for financial aid, jobs for students who
don't, and Co-op jobs are posted on the
boards. The biggest needs each year for
students are usually clerical, mainteSEE JOBS PAGE 5
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• The overburdened judicial system has allowed Ted Bundy and
others to dodge the
electric chair. How can
justice be served?
See page 8.
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.- .FREE PHONES!
Student Gove~nment has made available FREE Student Phones
Take Advantage of the Coartesy Phones
for all of Your Locaf Calls

•
~

-· i

LOCATIONS

~
j

Theatre
Portables
Humanities & Fine Arts Bldg .••••••••••••• 2nd Floor
Chemistry Building
_
Administration Bldg.••• ~ ••••••••••• lst & 2nd Floors
~~~~Education Building

j

•

~

Q.

. Student Services Building •••••••• Across from Bookstore
Computer Center II -! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Near Lab
Engineering Building ••••••••• ~ ••••••••• ~.lst & 2nd Floors
Student Center •••••••••••••••• Across from Knight's Den
Howard Phillips Hall ••••••••••••••••••••• lst & 2nd Floors
, J3iology Building ••••••••••••••••• •._••••• 2nd Floor Lounge
Library .................................... ~nd & 3rd Fl_o ors

Let Student Government
Drop a Quarter for You/

~ii~
iJJJ!JJ

:ftfr r~:t~}:~:rt~:t~:rrr~:}~:r~:~{:r~=>~=}~:r~???/{:/://~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ : c _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ __
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§

~

Gala Premiere Party
8 p.m. SCA .

§

§§

· Disc Jockey

§

.~oad_ Rally
HoCoRuN

9a.m.
DETAILS AT THE STUDENT CEN'IER
MAIN DESK

t

~~~._q,~~._q,._q,~~._q,~~

$3TICKETS
Wild Pizza - Main Desk
Kiosk
(Proper I.D. required to drink ands tu<j,ent I.D. required to get
in with a $3 ticket) If you don'~ purchase a $3 ticket in advance
· you will have to pay $8.95 at the door.
PAC IS FUNDED THROUGH T~E ACTIVITIES AN.D SERVl~S FEES, AS ALLOCATED BY THE STUDENT
- -·--

................

•4

. . . . ..

Wed. Oct. 21st

L.A ..Rock
8 p.m. SCA
Live Band

J' ·

~t.Q-t~~<..Q>..q.~~<Q>r..

FOOTBALL GAME

PEP RALLY &PARTY
8:00 p.m. ·
Orchid Garden

·~

"

Sat. Oct. 24th

·Parade 12 noon

Rosie O'Grady's

~

~~

Fri. Oct. 23rd

-·

- ' - , . - - - -- -- : - - - , - -- - --

Mon. Oct. 19th

t

Sun. Oct. 18th

_ _ _ __

j

UCF vs. NW MISSOURI State
~

§
§

2 p.m. Citrus Bowl ·
following the game

·Air Suppli Concert
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

~
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Campus book store
prices may rise 20°/o
by Mike O'Keffe
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

•-

•

'

The price students pay for
computers, stereos, greeting
. cards and maybe even textbooks at campus bookstores
nationwide may be rising
again soon, perhaps by . as
much as 20 percent, college
store managers say.
The U.S. T~easury wants to
change a small part of the tax
code, and, if it's subsequently
endorsed by Congress-which
will soon issue its opinion
about the change-campus
bookstores will lose the special
advantages .t hat let them
charge less for the items they
sell:
C-DAY MOUTHFUL
It's the small businesses
A Communications major enjoys a free hot dog seNed at Communication's Day festivities
that
sell the same tl1ings just
held at Lake Claire last Friday.
·
off campus that want the code
changed.
They say they can't compete
with campus businesses that,
in turn, are sµpported by state
taxes that they themselves
·pay.
"I can assure you," Gerald
organization will serve as a "forum for [engi- R. Brong; owner of a computer
by Steve Paradis
neering] students so that they can voice their store just off the Washington
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
State University campus fa
opinion on Engineering matters."
Acting . Dean of Engine·e ring Gary White- Pullman, Wash., .told a House
The College of Engineering has formed a house said the advisory board has already subcommittee hearing last
Student Advisory Board to let students get in:- elected a person to serve as a member of the summer, ''that private, forvolved in the administration of the college. search committee looking for a new dean to · profit, taxpaying organizaThey will also )1elp the college choose a new replace Robert Kersten who stepped down last tions wo.u ld be overjoyed if
dean.
they could develop an 80 peryear. .
None of UCF's other four colleges has an
The student member will not be allowed to cent membership bas·e in the
community, enjoy special post<?rganization of students like engineering's vote, however.
student advisory board.
Stutler said the board chose Suzanne Swan- age privileges, have direct ac· An assistant dean in the College of Educa- son, a graduate student" in industrial engineer- cess to the lirie of credit of the
tion said student professional fraternities ing, to represen engin~ering students on the state university, receive discounted advertising-rates in a
sometimes voice their opinion, but n9 formal search committee.
student board exists.
The search committee, which recently be- local newspaper, have all utilities provided from a central
Denver J. Stutler, a graduate student and
member of the new advisory board, said the
SEE BOARD PAGE 6 utility service, have access to a

Eng.ineering's board of student adviso.rs
is first ever such feat for a UCF coUege

N

.

'

"Small businesses
have their backs up
against the wall,"
-Kenton Pattie,
International Commugovernment telecommunications system, plus have the
good reputation of a university."
Brong's company declared a
form ofbankruptcy after being
unable to match the computer
prices offered by the WSU
computer center.
It's happening in and
around most campuses.
College store discounts are
"definitely restricting the
growth of some companies,"
said Kenton Pattie of the
International Communication
Industries Association, a trade
group that represents small
computer, video and audio retailers and manufacturers. "In
some cases, they're killing off
businesses."
"Small businesses have
their backs up against the
wall," Pattie said.
The srriall businesses' complaints, in turn, prompted the
U.S. Treasury to propose to
prevent nonprofit groups like
colleges from using their taxexempt status to compete unfairly with off-campus retail
stores.
But the change, campus
bookstores officials say, would
raise the prices of most items,
and might even make it harder
to get textbooks for small
SEE BOOKSTORES PAGE 7

Ii

• HISPANIC AWARENESS
The Hispanic American
Student Association will be
sponsoring Hispanic Awareness Week Oct.12through19.
It will include a variety of cultural activities such as folk
dances from different countries, cultural ethn1c displays,
cuisine from Hispanic countries, music from different cultures and much more. All students are invited to participate
in the event which will include
the following:
• Oct. 12, noon-professional Hispanic art exhibits on
the Green and Spanish music
by "Los Claudios."
• Oct.13, noon-Colombian
and Ecuatorian folklore dance
groups and "Los Claudios" at
the Wild Pizza.
• Oct.14, 9 a.m.-cuisine,
local cultural displays and
cultural decorations and "Los
Claudios" at the ·office of Minority Student Affairs and a
pianp concerto at 8 p.m. in the
Music Rehearsal Hall featuring pianist Luis Ramos and
singer Jannine Camache.
• Oct.15, 7 p.m.-movie, "El
Norte" in the Wild Pizza and
social hour afterwards at Villa
Las Palomas.
• Oct. 16, 8 p.m.-a HASA.
fiesta.
• Oct. 19-Argentinian
folklore dance group in the

-

Wild Pizza.

its first year as a private, non• UNITED NATIONS DAY
The City of Lake Mary wili profit agency during its an• SCHOLARSHIP OFFER
observ·e its first United Na- nual meetingOct.15 at noon at
• FAMllLY DAY
Student research grants are
On Oct. 17, the Mental tions Day in its Community the Meals on Wheels and
now available to speech and Health Associations of Central Building Oct. 24 at 7:30 p.m. M.O.R.E. Community Room,
language pathology graduate. Florida and Polk County will Mayor Richard Fes~ has pro- 808 W. Central Blvd., Orlando.
students conducting clinically sponsor
"Happy claimed that day as "United
In addition to business
oriented research.
Times ... Healthy Minds," a Nations Day."
Graduate students must be family day at Boardwalk and
The event will acquaint the items, the officers of the board
enrolled in master's level pro- Baseball to.benefit the work of public with the work of the of directors will be elected and
grams in speech language pa- the two MHA chapters.~
United.Nations and give a lo- the first annual report will be
thology. The proposed reIn addition to the regular cal focus to the national theme distributed. Jane Emmons,
search topic must be approved rides, shows and games, seeking global solutions to president of the board of direcby the applicant's faculty advi- "Happy Times ... Healthy world hunger and homeless- tors, will present highlights of
sor or chair-pers<:>n as appro- Minds" will feature a special ness during this International the first year.
priate for fulfilling thesis or all-star baseball game and a Year of Shelter for the HomeFor more information, call
thesis substitute require- family barbecu€ picnic dinner. less. A task force will also be
ments.
Boardwalk and Baseball has created to address the issue of Cathy Morrison at 425-7873.
For more information, con- invited a number of · profes- the. hungry and homeless in
tact Will Shaffner in the Fi- sional ball players who for- Lake Mary and Seminole ,• SCHOLARSHIP OFFER
Student research grants are
nancial Aid Office at275-2827. merly played on teams such as County.
now
available to speech and
the New York Yankees, ChiAdmission is free and the
language pathology graduate
• FESTIVAL
cago White Sox, Montreal public is cordially invited.
students conducting clinically
A fall festival will be held Expos, Pittsburgh Pirates, St.
oriented research.
Oct. 15-18 at Sts. Peter and Louis Cardinals, Kansas City •SAFETY BELT DAY
Paul Church on Howell Royals and the Minnesota
Congress has d.e clared Oc. Graduate students must bti
Branch Road in Goldenrod.
Twins. Local business leaders tober 15th National Safety
Oct. 15 will feature unlim- will join the All-stars for a 11/ Belt Use Day in the United enrolled in master's leve 1 pn)ited Midway rides from 6:30 2 hour ball game. A special States. National Safety Belt grams in speech language p~1 p.m. to 11 p.m. for $5. A flea "Meet the Players Rally" has Use Day will coincide with th'ology. The proposed re market will also open and run also been planned for the ceremonies being sponsored search topic must be approwd.
the length of the festival. The event.
by the American Coalition for by the applicant's faculty advifestivities will begin at 6 p.m.
Tickets will be $19.95 for Traffic Safety (ACTS) honor- sor or chair-person as apprl) Oct. 16 and at noon Oct. 1 7 and adults and $15.95 for senior ing· law enforcement officers priate for fulfilling tht'sis . l1r
18.
citizens and for children under from all 50· states who have thesis substitute requirt'·
Entertainment, food, rides, 48 inches tall. To purchase been saved by the belt.
men ts.
games, dances, auctions, tickets or for more informaFor more informatitm. l'l111raffies, arts and crafts, and tion, call the · Mental Health • MEALS ON WHEELS
video games will be featured Association in Orlando at 843Meals on Wheels and tact Will Shaffner in tlw Fiunder two big tents and on the 1563.
M.O.R.E. will be celebrating nancialAid Office at ~15-:2~~7 .
midway.
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Bad days. We all have them. And on those bad days good parents
will sometimes lash out at those they love most. When troubles
pile up and push you to the brink of child abuse-stop.
Take time out.
. Punch a pillow, not your kid. Phone a friend. Take a shower. Do some
sit-ups. Don't take hold of your child until you get hold of yourself.
For more parenting information, write:
National Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse
..
® Box 2866, ChicagO', IL'60690

Take time out.
~
Don't take it out on your kid.-~~

•

The student may only use grade forgiveness twice, including grade forgiveness transferred as past of an A.A. degree.from a
Florida public institution.
·

•

The student may not use grade forgiveness twice for the same course ..
Grade forgiveness can only be used for courses taken at UCF and repeated at UCF.
UCF does not honor grade forgiveness granted at another institution (except grade forgiveness
transferred as part of an A.A. degree from a Florida public institution.

'

Grade forgiveness will not remove the record of an academic action (such as Probation) from a student's file. ·
The student must apply for grade forgiveness by the end of the add/drop period of the term in which he is repeating·the
course.

For more information, consult your Golden Rule student handbook or call:

Student Government Attorney Gen~r~I ROSS WOLF @ 275-2191 or
Student Government Judicial Advisor CARLA SCHULZ@ 275-2191
I

Student Government. .. Students Serving Students
_

Student Government is funded through the Acti~ities .& Service fees as
allocated by the Student Government of The University of Central Florida.

"
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JOBS

open, most requiring typing skills and
computer knowledge, with negotiable
pay.
Davidson said students interested
in posted jobs which require financial
aid eligibility should see him.
"The jobs listed for financial aid have
my name listed and so the students
need to come see me. I will look up in my
computer and see if they qualify," he
said.
Some of the jobs for financial aid
recipients include:
• Equipment set-up. Heavy lifting is
involved; pay is negotiable.
• Three clerical positions are open,
with two involving typing. and one requiring knowledge of computers. Pay is .
negotiable and each job requires 15 to
20 hours a week.

FROM PAGE 1

• nance, and engineering positions, he
added.
Most jobs are for sophomores, juniors and seniors who are willing to work
- 20 hours or less a week.
There are many different jobs
posted:
•
• The UCF Police Department is
looking for justice-minded students for
the parking patrol. Pay is $3. 75 per
hour.
•
•The UCF television station is looking for studio helpers that they will
train. Pay is $4. 75 per hour for ten to 12
• _hours a week.
• There are many clerical posi.tions

"In the past I wouldn't
have had these jobs
open a week; and now
they can be unfilled for
three weeks."
-Barry W. Davidson,
Financial Aid Office
Some students are more valuable
than others to off-campus employers.
Many will pay $5 or $6 an hour for stu· Sought-after
dents in demand.
students include:.
• accounting majors
• business majors

,,.,-----

"LIFE'S ABEACH." ,
Ii

•

•

.

• •

.

........_

·~~~,

Exporting your high class styling gels. and conditioners
_to Canada shouldn't be foreign to you. Exporting means
~~.u~S!f'}·~' business. Increased sales for facial creams. oils. and
\'i'i;;ii'{ifii/ ' health and beauty aids of all kinds. all over the ~
world. can U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service. UM
l!WI ~./ 1-800-343-4300* Operator 199.
·

t?:l F;;';"'I !
cc:!l--.?

••

r:.r. •

<.ouid

~~

... Until the floodwaters of a hurricane rip through

tawn, leaving hundreds hameless. !f you ront spare
some time w help...uou ouqht t;o be ashamed.

• computer science majors .
• pre-law majors.and para-legals
• public relations majors
• advertising majors
•journalism majors
"Our best program is the Florida
College Career Work Experience Program. It was finalized in Tallahassee
and therefore is funded by the state.
They have to be career.:related positions and the college will pick up half
the students wages for the employer,"
Davidson said.
He said, "The great part about this is
that many students end up just staying
on after they graduate. TV stations and
many local computer companies have
done that."
He said there are 600 college workstudy students at UCF.

'In Alaska call l-800-331-1000

699-9999

·Read the Classifieds at the
Air Supply Concerti

.,

I
I

I

Maybe you'll be ·entertained!
For information on how to place a classified ad,
call Mike at The Central Florida Future. 275-2601.

Thursday October 15

Preliminary
voting for
Homecoming
court
October 13·15
11a.m. -1p.m.

The Official Story
-7:00 p.ID.

.Slaughter House 5
9:00p.m. ·

Cannonball.Run
Sund·a y
October 18

Monday:
At mailboxes across from SOL
Must have a validated UCF ID
Vote for 2 male and 2 female
candidates

All m·o vies start at 9plll ~nd
are shown in the SAC. FREE

FREE

REMEMBER-Campaigning is Forbidden
PAC is funded through the Activities and Services Fees, as allocated
by the Student Government of the University of Central Florida.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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SETTLING

..•

think that people are getting
worried over n©thing. Somebody probably just hit the
glass with a sharp object."

FROM PAGE 1

"It is possible that settling
could have caused this to
break," he said, "but there's
not a whole lot of evidence to
suggest this. Expansion joints
are built in to prevent this type
of thing from happening. I

'

He said there is no reason to
worry ..
"If this window keeps on
breaking, then we would have
cause to worry about the structure, but for now, we don~t."

BOOK STORES

He said the new representative,
Swanson, will serve in the
FROM PAGE 3
same way.
The new search committee
is composed of one faculty
gan its third attempt to find a member from each of the six
new dean, has met twice, he departments of Engineering, ·
said.
one faculty member from outside of the college representing
On the first two tries to find the faculty senate, and one
a dean in 1986,'the committee minority representing the
had an engineering student · administrative staff of the coleach time, Whitehouse said. lege.

.UC<FNEWS·
Needs Your Reporting Skills

EMPLOYERS TODAY
·WANT MORE THAN.
THE SAME OLD B.S.

A nationwide college program
called Cooperative Education can
give you more than a degree.·It can
give you the experience you need
to get the job you want

Co on Education
1

Ybu earn a future when you earn a degree.

f!W'I For a free bookiet write: Co-op Education• P. 0. Box 999 •Boston, MA 02115
~ A Public~ of This Newspaper• © 1985 National Commission for Cooperative Education

UC6

. CINEMA . ·.
12255 Univ~r$ily Boulevarde
Across from UCF •Tel: 277-1454

FATAL ATTRACTION· R 2:00-4:3Q~7:15-9;4S
THE PRINCIPAL· R 2:15-4:30-7:15-9:45.· ·
BEST SELLER - R 2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00
DISORDERLIES ·PG 2:30-4:30-6:30-8:30-10:30
THEY STILL CALL ME BRUCE - R 2:15-4:15-6:15-8:15-10:15
LIKE FATHER LIKE SON - PG-13 2:10-4:10-6:10-8:10-10:10

TUESDAY is $1a00 DAV
ALL SEATS TODAY ONLY $1..00
...,:. _(FATAL ATTRACTION ~xc/udedf :

.U nited I~
Par c ·e· 1 :

I

Service
Part-Time Positions Available

: -'

Are you denying

yourself
a better shot
at grad school?
Okay, it may be too late to get a 4.0. But it's
not too late to tiy to do better on your LSAT,
GMAT, GRE or MCAT. For that. there's Stanley
H. Kaplan.
No one has prepped more students than
Stanley H. Kaplan. Our test-taking techniques
and educational programs have prepared more
than 1 million students.
So whatever grad school exam you 're taking,
us. Remember, the person next to you
during your exam might have taken a Kaplan
course.
~
.
.

can

fKAPLAN .

United Parcel Service will "
be accepting applications for .
part..-time loaders and uRloader.s.
Excellent Pay - $8.00 an hou-r.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30.
p.m. or 11 :00 .p~m~, Monday through
. Friday workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

·Ple~se Sign t1p for an interView in
the Career Resource Center,
ADM' Suite 124.

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER IJD.

The world's leading
. test prep organization
Classes Forming Now
Call 678-8400

UPS is an equal opportunity employer.
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Loan repayment plan may be bad deal for students
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

The Reagan administra-tion's fondest hope for ending student loan defaults and reforming student aid may
be "an experiment that cannot work,"
the conservative Heritage Foundation
said last week.
The foundation's opinion is articularly noteworthy because the group
has formed many of the education ideas
the administration has turned into
policy since 1980.
Clemson University Prof. Robert
Staff, wh.o prepared the Heritage report, figured the ne~ Income Contin-

..

CEBA II
FROM PAGE l
Each case room can hold 75
• people. The remaining space

•
•

'

loan repayments· would not outstrip
gent Loan (ICL), would actually be a the student $9,840 lilOre than a GSL.
Sen. Claiborne Pell W-R.I.) con- their ability to pay back the money.
bad deal for students.
Congress ultimately rejected
The ICL is designed to let students cocted the ICL idea, and sponsored a 5repay their college loans in amounts year ICL "pilot program" that starts on Bennett's proposal, opting instead to
that depend on how much they earn 10 campuses this fall to see how it see how the pilot program would work
might work.
out before replacing other student aid
after leaving schooL
But last January, before the pilot programs with it.
But students who expect to get
In his report, "Problems With The
moderate- to high-paying jobs after program even began, U.S. Secretary of
graduation would actually have higher Education William Bennett made in- New Student Aid Pilot Program," Staff
monthly payments in repaying an ICL come-contingent loans the center of his predicted the 5-year experiment "will
than they would in repaying a Guaran- suggested fiscal 1989 higher ed budget. reveal very little, except perhaps that
Bennett proposed cutting all stu- the students enrolled in it know little
teed Student Loan (GSL).
For instance, Staff calculated that a dent aid programs by about 50 percent, about financial principles."
The Education Dept., though, is still
student earning $17,760 a year would making GSLs much harder for stuspend $304 a month to repay an ICL, dents to get, and drastically increasing "very much behind the program,"
compared to $222 a month for a GSL. If the budget for the still-unproven ICL. spokesman Dan Schecter said. "Maybe
Bennett explained the ICL would in theory it's impractical, but in pracit took the student 10 years to repay a
college loan in full, an ICL would cost cut the default rate because students' tice it can work."

will be used as a circulation
area.
One end of the building will
be four stories tall. The top two
floors will be primarily offices
for faculty and staff.

"I think it'll be a nice edition
to the campus," said Osterhaus. He continued, "It will be
an unusual building for a
campus, for the facade is almost all glass, which makes it

very attractive."
A ground breaking ceremony will be held on Oct. 28 at
the building site. The ceremony is tentatively planned
for either 10 a.m. or 11 a.m.

For more information on how to place a classifie_
d ad,
call ·Mike-at The Central Florida Future. 275-2601

Now itS e·.. . . ,. . . ,
Sometimes it seems that seniors and grad students get a
lot of special treatment. Like getting the American Express®
Card pretty much hassle-free. _Sure, they've proven themselves.
But you have too, or you·wouldn't be reading this today. So
.we're making some changes. Starting now, we're making it
easier than ever for you to become a Cardmember through
our Undergraduate Automatic Approval Offer.
)he requirements are as simple as they get:
just be enrolled full time in a four-year college
and have ~some form of income-be it from
a JOb, a grant , or from your folks. You
don't even need a credit history,
but if you have one, it must
be clean.
How's that for hasslefree! Of course, once you have
the American Express Card, it
gets even better. You can use it to
buy everything from sweats to stereos, everywhere from campus to Cameroon. And those are just the basics. As
·a Cardmember, you'll be entitled to a
world of benefits you can rely on.
So look into our new automatic
approval offer. Call 1-800-THE-CARD and ask
for a student application. Or just pick up an
application on campus and study it. You'll find
you 're bound to pass.

•

TRAVEL
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BOOKSTORES
FROM PAGE 3
classes.
"Most colleges ·lose mop.ey
on textbooks," claimed Garis
Distelhorst of the National
Association of College Stores,
a Cleveland, Ohio, based
group that represents campus
bookstores.
"'.That accounts for why
stores sell other products:
shirts, mugs, and other things.
They have a greater margin of
profit and make up for textbook losses," Distelhorst said.
"Without the sale of supplies under the control of the
university," he added, "supplies might not be available for
a given class."
"Not only do schools have a
right to be in these endeavors,"
Distelhorst asserted, "they
have a responsibility."
Colleges, Dr. Caspa Harris
of the National Association of
College and University Business Offices in Washington,
D.C., added, "are there to serve
the students, not to make a
profit for the small business-·
m_an. If they're seeing sales
they can't compete for, w.ell
that's tough as long as we pay
the proper taxes."
When students do shop at
campus bookstores, they do so
because it's "convenient,"
Martinez said. "You don't have
to travel downtown."
And it's cheaper. Computer
store owner Brong said WSU's
on-campus computer center
could charge ''hundreds of dollars less" for machines he sold
for $500.
WSU's computer center
prices typically are 20 percent
less than those offered offcampus, WSU computer center manager Chuck Koehler
estimated.
Other kinds of off-campus
businesses in Pullman, as well
as in college towns around the·
country, have trouble competing with their subsidized .
counterparts on campus.
Andy Wolfe, publisher and
editor of the Pullman Herald,
said hjs paper has been devastated by competition from the
WSU-subsidized
Daily
Evergreen.
"It will take a reform in the
law to make things more fair,"
Pattie concluded. "All we're
interested in is seeing the
playjngfield made more level."
So a House Ways and
Means subcommittee is expected to recommend keeping
or changing part of the tax
code-called the Unrelated
Business Income Tax-in late
October pr early November. ·
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Failure to execute
points out problems
in . j"udicial system

CPS~~

.

Every so often, Ted Bundy makes it into the news.
Some people seem to think his appearances are nothing more than media hype, but in actuality It represent something entirely different. It represents frustration.
.
Florida has been trying to kill Bundy for almost
nine years now. Bundy was convicted for two killings
in 1979 and a third in 1980. Today, in 1987, he is still
alive.
The issue here is not the morality of capital punishment. That issue has run its course already, and the
state of Florida has supported it.
What we are talking about is the process by.which
Florida executes the system. It is a system that has
allowed Bundy to live 10 years longer than his victims. It.is a system that has spent $6 million trying to
kill Bundy. It is a system that may ultimately let
Bundy live.
Try to remember, though, that just as morality is
not the issue, neither is Bundy. There are currently
274 inmates on Florida's death row, and all of them
are fighting for their lives.
Consider that in the last 11 years, the state of
Florida hn:S exec:uted only 17 people. That's a ·mere 4
percents uccess rate. Add to that the fact that it takes
8 to 10 ye::rs and millions of dollars to execute the
average inmate, and you might begin to think something is wrong with·this system.
And you may well be right.
It all begins with the trial. From there come the
appeals.
. The appeals start with the Florida Supreme Court
and move on to the U.S. Supreme Court (this may
take about five years). From there the appeal returns
to the original trial court and makes a second trip to
the Florida·Supreme Court. If that does not result in
a stay, the appeal goes to the Federal District Court,
the U.S. 11th Circuit Court of Appeals and returns to
the U.S. Supreme Court. If none of that has proven
successful, the system ends with an execution.
Obviously, this system is fair to the convict. Quite
likely, it is too fair. It.is a system that takes so long to
run its course that laws can change in the middle of
the appeals process. This means the appeal goes back
to the beginning and starts all over again.
Itis a system that needs to be streamlined. The fact
is, in the present system, it is not really worth our
time or money to execute a convict.
It costs $33.70 each day to keep an inmate in jail.
As expressed in Sunday's issue of Florida Magazine,
for the ·same money that Florida has spent trying to
kill Bundy it could lock him up for 488 years.
So maybe the real issue is practicality. It would be
nice to provide a free college education to every
Florida student, but we cannot. Therefore, we do the
practical thing, and give as much aid as we can to
· those who need it.
Similarly, if we cannot execute convicts in areasonable time and
a reasonahle cost, maybe we
should take the practical course of action and just lock
them away forever. That may be a form of death
itself.
·

at

·. irs OK to be worthless; CPA said So
As you walk to class today, ponder this one. How
m_µch is your personal net worth?
According to a recent release by the Florida Institute of Certified Public Accountants, a person's net
worth is figured by taking the difference between
what a person owns and·what a person owes.
The accountants give an example of how such
complex figuring works. ~If you recently bought a
$200,000 home, but owe $180,000, the house contributes only $20,000 to your net worth," they say.
Pretty simple, eh? A little unrealistic, since I d·o n't
know how many of you out there own a house, but
simple nonetheless.
Now, take typical Joe College. He has a couple of
student loans, and, of course, you've got to add in the
car payments he has to make, and although he hasn't
bought a house yet, he probably is two months behind
on the _paper bill. Oh yeah, and he managed to max
out that first credit card to the point that his name,
once set in raised blue plastic, is now barely readable.
All in all, Joe College's calculator spits out a small
sum of money somewhere under $20,000, or at least
Joe College hopes it is.
Then, take what you own. In Joe College's case, ·
that isn't much. One stereo system that's slowly
breaking down. At least one-third to one-half of the
car that he's already paid off. Oh, and that six-pack,
never mind, he drank that last night.
So, a few more numbers are punche·d in, and then
the magic subtraction is made, and, there, iri black,
Joe College gets the revelation of his life.

• COLUMN WAS ABSURD
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Editor:
I was very disgusted after I read
your article "What If Women
Ruled the World." The questions
presented in the article are ludicrous and absurd. After I read the
article, I was downright angry.

..
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He's worth a negative $15,000.
Should he go ahead and kill himself? N ah.
According to the CPAs, Joe College should no~
worry if he finds himself in the negative zone. The
CPAs say, "Younger people tend to have a much lower ·
net worth than older, established people." The release also goes on to explain that young people usually are paying off student loans in addition to accu- ~ •
mulating debts to pay for a new car, house, etc. In
fact, in the 35 and under group, the average net worth
is only $.6, 739. (The highest net-worth bracket is ,
between 55-~4, wit~ an average of $68;608.)
So relax, college student. You are the future, and
yoffi' potential worth is unlimited, especially once you
achieve that college degree. As for your net worth •
now, try and figure out what your personal one is.
Then record it somewhere. A. few years later, after
you have been out of college for a while, go back and _,
see ·what your net worth is, and compare it to your
college days. You'll find you have become a valuable
commodity.
- In th0 meantime, breath easier, Joe College. And
pay off the credit card, already.

would probably be too old to bear
children. What about all the silk
suits and ties and shoes President
Reagan owns? Fashion is already
· a political issue~ All kids are brats.
Her title would be Madame President. If she wanted to redecorate
the White House that's her own
business.

Women are fully competent huI am very sorry you have to
man beings, and I wouldn't hesistoop
to these levels by printing
tate to vote for a woman if she was
degrading
articles about women. I
qualified and stood for the ideals of
think
the
article is in very bad
the American people. If Nancy
taste.
Reagan is running the country,
As far as Paul Price is conpower to her. YOU are forgetting
cerned,
I hope this letter gave him
that she started the "Just Say No"
theme. A powerful step toward the · a piece of my mind.
Next time I go to pick up the Furampant drug problem in the
I may think twice. So may
ture,
United States.
many other competent females.
As far as the questions are concerned, fuchsia would never be
Charity Moore
considered for the Air Force. A
RTV I Communications
woman that might be president

•THE TIME HAS COME

Editor:
I was around in the early '70s
when the · decision not to ski on
Lake Claire was made. At that
time getting to Lake Claire was a
problem and we didn't have athletics. Now the situation has _,
changed. As· Scott Wallin has
pointed out there is no reason for
OUR ski team not to practice on _,
OUR lake.
I realize some questions might
need to be answered and some ~
legal notions be solved, but let's ~
get on with it. This definitely can
he a win-win situation for all parties involved. I strongly urge the ,~
Administration to reconsider
their stand and let OUR HOME
TEAM practice at home.
•

Mary Scott _.
President, Knights Boosters
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COLDS AND "FLU"

are the most.frequent health
complaints on college campuses.
THE COMMON -COLD

starts slowly. Most symptoms are ..,__ _ _ _ _ _~----....
·1ocalized: in the head, and may
INFLUENZA
include:·
starts abruptly with ·general• sneezing
ized· symptoms which may
• runny nose
include:
• stuffy head
• fever over 100.5GF
•headache
•weakness
• ·sore throat
• aches & pains
•cough
• dry cough
• hoarseness
•headache
• fever below 100.5t;F.
•sore eyes
Colds can last 7-1 O days.
• runny nose
• sore throat
•sneezing.
Symptoms usually begin to
subside· after 1~2 days, although complete recovery
may take a week or more.

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

281-5841
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COLDS AND FLU ARE
CAUSED BY VIRUSES,
not bacteria, so antibiotics won't help- and there's
still no cure. However, you .Q.Q.Q.:
• RECOGNIZE
these and.other common illnesses
• TREAT
their symptoms
• BE ALERT
for signs that professional medical
help is required.

So .. you ve got a cold. Would
you like to take care of it yourself?
Come to the front desk ·of the
Student Health Service and ask
for the Cold Clinic.
Follow the stations and see for
yourself what that sore throat
looks like and what those symptoms mean.
Find out whether you should
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lntervarslty Christian Fellowship
TUESDAY NIGHTS - Small group study on
the book of Ephesians is now in progress.
Everyone 'is welcome! For more Info call
Karen Hill at 282-5715.
Dena Gamma
Dee Gees are getting psyched to work
with TKE for Homecoming! We are very
proud of Karen and Willie, our Homecoming Delegates. Good luck!
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Pledge meeting Tue HPB-359! Sig Ep I
Football Game today at 4 p .m . Sig Ep II
Football Game at 5 p.m. Come out and
cheer them on! Congratulations to John
Porter and Matt Kallcakl GO SPEI

A.A. Meetings
ACOA Meetings
Wednesdays at 11 :DO a.m.
At Wellness Cntr.
for Info coll Kara or Terri 281-5841.

Pl Kappa Alpha
It's Li ' I Sis Appreciation Weeki We are
honored to have the most beautiful girls
on campus as our Ll'I Sis., we love you. Be
in the cafe Wed& Fri. Congrats to Denver
Stutler. Most outstanding Civil Eng. Student of FL
Kappa Dena
Hey all you K6' s get psy_ched tor AXA
watermelon bust. CONGRATULATIONS
Homecoming reps. Kelly McBride + John
Urban. Support the other KD candidates
Laura Moyson + Kathy McCarthy.
Tau Kappa Epsllon
Homecoming Is next week ... float chairmen get organized. Pledges. good luck at
3-flres and survival games ...you '. 11 need It!
Congrats Rob S... . .llmpy of the month.
Kappa Sigma
The hairy Buffalo has run through our
house!
.
Great family day picnic. thanks J, Mckee.

Female rmmt. executive home Includes
furn . bedrm. laundry tv. kitchen family
room. $230.00 mth 679-8222.
Fem. needs same for 2b/2b $200 + 1/2. Full
opp .. call Julie T. at 281-4584 or leave
message at 423-3426.
Need responsible female roommate to
share 2 bed 2 bath OJ,'>t nice complex pool
tennis etc $235.DO month+ 1/2 utilities must
be neat ndn-smoker everything Included
must see call Elise 282-2782 leave message.
Roommate-Casselberry area 2br 2 l /2
ba townhouse Clean. non-smoker. male,
young. close to UCF and Martin East Plant
260 + 1/2 utll call John. at 695-6716 start
Deel.

Ia: is going places

Male student-nonsmk to share 2br/bath
house neor campus. Own Bdr + bath l 00/
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Thurs. Is dinner night at the house meet at · mo + dep + l /3 util. 275-3348-atter 7 p.m.
5 p.m. Pr~ame w ith the Zetas Saturday

~9Rilii& ~~!~;;~~~;~~
Black Student Union
General meeting 3p.m. Wed Oct 14 inSOL
in Student Center come meet the new
officers. Advisors-and fellow members Join
a BSU committee and get info on upcoming FBSA convention • •

Alpha Epsilon Rho
Attention all R1V, film. journalism, and
communication majors. gain experience
by joining the national broadcasting society meetings Tuesdays 5:DO learning resources lecture room.
Baptist Campus Ministries
Does the Bible addr~ today's issues? bo
you have question5 about Christianity?
Everyone is invited to BCM's Bible Discussions in the SOL across form the mall boxes
a t 12 noon Wednesdays. ~we care.·

5657 for information.

Cambridge Circle 2 br units at good discounts and flexible leases . Attwood-Phillif)$. Realtors 277-0493.
$300.00 Security Deposn
No Application Fee
Pool & Heated Jacuzzi
2 & 3 Bedrooms with 2 FULL BATHS washerI
dryer hook-ups. mini-blinds starting at
$465.DO
UCF/Martin Area
Student and Family Sections
· Sussex Place
281-6393

Share a house $150.00 monthly. Call before 2:30·p .m. 365-5796.

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44 through
the U.S. Government? Get the facts todayl Call 1-312-742-1142 ext. 689

ATTENTION GREEKS!
National Greek Week vacation promoters
wanted. Earn high commissions, free Caribbean vacations and a irline tickets! Meet
people and gain recognition on you
campus as a National Greek Week Prc:r
moter. Call toll free 1-800-525-1638 and
ask for Entertainment Tours.

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM, a small
package carrier has part-time openings
for package handlers. The position Is for
loading and unloading trucks and moving
·packages within the tem1inal. Work shifts
avallable: Monday-Friday: 7:00 p .m . to
11 :DO p .m. or 11 :DO p.m. to 3:DO a .m . or 3:00
p.m. to 7:DO a.m. Salary Is S7 /hr. Apply to
R.P.S. 3001 Old Winter Garden Rd. or call
297-3715.
Excellent Income for home assembly
work. For Info call 504-646-1700. Dept. P307
Telephone clerks part time a.m. or p.m.
Call now 249-1181 these won't last.
Nation's Largest Health Club
Needs people for sales. aerobics + entry
level management - for apt. call Dave at
366-0436 P-T /F-T
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Try Kinko's. For great copies. And gr~at deals.

kinko•s~

creat copies. Great people.
~
·:

J

Typing(Wordprocesslng . Numbers and
tables no problem. Resumes and cover
letter designs welcomed. Pick up service
from UCF. Let's get that work done
quickly. Call 679-1294.

12223 University Blvd.
(corner University & Alafaya Trail)

127 W. Fairbanks
At Park Ave.

658-9518

628-5255

•
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Get Help before too late In PHY. CALC.
ALG. & TRIG. Call 293-6664.

Jltlllll&llJlll
Mary,
These post few months have been great.
I hope that we can stay together for. a
long. long tlr'ne.
Love.John

Cheap Reliable Airline Tickets call ,6451858 evenings and weekends.
Computer Typing Service term-papers.
publications. reports. theses, transcription
- $2.DO/typed page 365-7763 close to
campus.

_,•

Dear Buffy,
I haven't seen you for a while . Why don't
you give me a call sometime? I am at the
save Bat place and same Bat number.

Biff

itiillilllllilill

Dear John.
I don't think that we can go on any longer.
We need to stop or something drastic will
happen. I hope that there are no bad
feelings.
Mary
Adrian,
It's your tum. Don't forget that the light
should never be turned off. Also. bring the
soup and bread. We'll need something to
eat on the long trip back.
Rambo
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WE'RE
SPECIALISTS
IN WAIT
REDUCTION
At Kinko's, we always make sure your copies are done
quickly. ·Because our staff.has a helpful, friendly,
professional attitude you won't find anywh~re else.
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* Student Discount *
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-0227
Winter Park - lmmed. off 1-4

TYPING. Fast, special discount. New location. Call Berny 629-0545.

ABORTION SERVICES
Local orlVSedatlon. Early PregnancyTest.
Morning-after treatment. Confidential •
Private . woman-owned: A special approach to health care.
Birth Control Center 422-0606
1030 Herman Avenue. Orlando

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Welcome back Knights! A. Able Typing is
introducing a frequent service program.
Save 20% by letting us do all your typing.
Join now and save. Call about details.
Quick professional seNlce. UCF's oldest
typing service. Free revisions. Same day
and weekend seNices. Visa & Ma.• ter
Card. Over 16.700 sat isfied students and 4
grouches - 671-3002.

•

Typing - Reports, Term papers, etc. Proff.
Work done on IBM Equip. Letter Quality '
Printer Reasonable Rates. Convenient
location - 678-6243.

4-plece living rm furniture set like new
S130. Pentax A3000, 35 mm, tele. & normal
ABORTION SEl<\/ICES, birth control Inforle)1Se. Tripod. flash. like new $200 .. 1978
Sciracco. for parts $375 or best offer. 293- · mation. pregnancy tests and counselling.
VD screening. low cost. confidential seN6664.
lces and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Condo for sale-Winter Park-1 bdrm - 825
Health O rganization
sp. ft. Owner will finance . $32,500 - 6710615.
Financial aid for college Is available. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800-USA-1221
TRS-80 Computer/Word Processor. printer
ext0627.
(132 column). 2disc, software, desk and
more. $600 OBO. Call 678-7462 p .m .
RESEARCH PAPERS. 15.278 Available!
Catalog $2 .DO. Research •. 11322 Idaho.
#206XT. Los Angeles 90025. Toll free (800)
351-0222. Ex. 33. VISA/MC or COD

See what really goes on at UCF!

:::

Professional Word Processing

Part-time driver call 275-217) .

Scan The Classifieds

:r. . p.......L........E........A
.........S........E
. ..... . ,._. . . .,::'.·:

Typing/word processing : Grad quality
work. editing. technical. 366-0538.

Males needed for local sperm donor proKitchen table for sale includes four chairs
gram at the Fertility Center of Central
excellent condition call 658-8821 ask for ' Florida. Anonymity guarantee monetary
Pam. $50 OBO.
reimbursement $35 for time and travel.
Call 677-6000 Mon Fri 9-4.
· Typing - Don't sacrifice the personal
touch! 21 years experience. Perfection
Hewlett-Packard HP-71 B Hand-Held
my specialty. Thesis expert call Susie 273compw/BASIC. 16K. math pac. 380fctn's
2300 days 647-4451 eves.
$620 list sell $250 657- 1650.

Wanted: A marketing major for a marketing position. 1 day/week. Call (305) 87635:42

•

Resumes and cover letters
Designed I Revised /Typed - 65HXJ79

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl CU repair) . .
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Air Traffic Controllers
Cali 1-805-687-6000 Ext. GH-4628 tor curNo aviation exp. nee. l 8-62K per yr applirent repo list.
cation info 1-800-330-7713.

Motorcycle 1983 Honda CM250 street
bike . electric start helmet, rainsult
mechanic's manual runs greatl 5485 call
366-1919. leave message.
Non-smoking dog owner seeks same to .
share my 3bdrm 2bath home in Winter
Springs $275. references 695-8775 leave
message.

All types of student documents. Sarne day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional • Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Wanted baby-sitter tor two small children
references required call eves 277-4586.

Pink Floyd live. Call 767-5521 7p.m.-

f.AE-We are ·so excited and also very
honored to be working with you during
Homecoming! Let's get psyched for some

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
• One mile from UCF Campus•

All skills needed! No fee. no contract.
Material handlers. general office workers.
warehouse, and more. All areas. all shifts.
Work when you can. Call Temp World at
629-5881. l :30 to 5 p.m. for more Info.
Students needed to clean homes. Hours
to fit schedule: Call 699-1636.
·

Student Personnel Association
Phon-A-Thon October 19
Check out our bulletin board HPH 344 for
upcoming events and meetings!

Zeta Tau Alpha

fun. fun times. Hatti tatti, r.AE r.AE l:AE.

UCF Area. 2bdrm l bath duplex for rent.
3yrs old. nice neighborhood. All appliance $350/mnth. First month only. 6952974 anytime.

..,
THIS SEMESTE R

BE A BARTENDER!
LOCAUNATIONAL PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE
ONE-WEEK Cour~e
Call For FREE Brochure

(305) 682-3133
San Seba?tian Square - Altamonte Springs

•

-

·The Central Florida Future, October 13, 1987.
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Near WAC-MART• in Algmo Shopping Center
Union Par!<

HAPPY HOUR 4:00 to 7:00 Every Day
$.l .00 Longnecks & 50¢ Draft
,
TUESDAY
60 oz. Mugs $3.75
WEDNESDAY
$1.00 Imports (Corona - Grolsh excluded)

McDonald's

- · 1®

NEW STORE HIRINGA new McDonald's® will be opening soon and is in need of
part-time workers. We are hiring for all positions including
service areas. grill area. custodial. salad makers. biscuit
makers and especially openers & closers. We cross train all
workers. Mu~t be at least 16 years old .
we· offer free uniforms. paid vacations and very flexible
scheduling (will work around college schedules) to meet
your other responsibilities. Apply Monday through Friday.
8:00 a .m. to 6:00 p.m. at the Alafaya McDonald's®.

12299 University Boulevard
Orlando, FL 32817
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
EOE

Angie Hyde/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

DARTIN' BY
Tom Kelly of Lambda Chi catches a pass in front of Pi Kappa Alpha defender Phil Tinder
during last week's intramural action. Pike won 19-'18.

WALLY
FROM PAGE ·16
· One strong point to be
made is that UCF handled

Savannah State rather easily,
despite the final score. UCF
had a good game, but not a
great game.
·
Quarterback Darin Slack is

You should know
about new e.p.t. stick
test. It's the fast and easy
way to find out if you're
pregnant. Or not. And
you find out in private.
If the stick turns pink,
you're pregnant. If it si:ays
white, you're not. It's that
simple.
If you have any
questions about e.p.t., call
us toll free 1-800-5 62-0266.
In New Jersey, call collect
(201) 540-2458 .
e.p.t. The first and
most trusted name in
pregnancy testing.

capable of better games than
his 10-27-- 150 showing. He
threw two interceptions and
was sacked five times. The
defPnse lacked leaders
Sylvester Bembery and Keith
Evans who are nursing ankle
injuries.
But, the Knights prevailed
under those circumstances
and that's a sign of any good
team. Now UCF's performance the rest of the season will
~ictate ifthe Knights will go to
post-season play.
UCF coach Gene McDowell
has said the Knights (3-2)
m~st win the rest of their
games to have a shot. A record
less than 9-2 may not give
UCF a high enough ranking to
secure a playoff spot. Usually
the top eight teams receive
post-season bids.
The Knights are currently
unranked, being snubbed after barely losing to Georgia
Southern, by far the toughest
· opponent any other Division II
team played last weekend.
"How a team is dropped from ·
number eight to zippo in one
week is beyond me.
Anyway, things look good
for the Knights to start their
climb back into.the poll. Don't
be surprised if the Knights do
win the remainder of their
games.
Look how far a good defense
and passing game got us. Now
.throw in the running attack
and UCF just :qiay very well
bring home that national
championship.
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Presenting UCF's Newest Way Of Learning:

.THE UCF
STUDENT
ACADEMIC
~o . . RESOURCE
1963
•
•
CENTER
(S~A

. . ·.. C.)

What is the S.A.R.C.? A Resource Center utilizing audio/visual,
computer, and :Print material and the personal guidance of a
qµalified staff for self-paced studies. The S.A.R.-C~ is st~uctured
to _keep flexi~ility and individualized needs in·inind.

What will I find at ·the S.A.R.C.?
•

a

-

FREE Individualized Multimedia Assistance

• CLAST preparation
•Reading skills
• Writingskills

:.~.......

•ACT preparation
•Typing/Keyboard skills
_· •Foreign Language exam preparation
• GMAT preparation
• GRE preparation
•ESL material
•Statistics, Calculus, Geometry software

•

:;{:::=~:~~I

'

The S.A.R.C. is loc-ated in PC 1-102. Hours of operation are
Mond?.y-Friday, 9:00 a.tn. to 5:00 p.tn. .

For further information call the S.A.R.C. ·
at 281-5230
OFFICE OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES

@

.

Paid Fbr by Student Government..; Students Serving Students .

.

-'
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·- Volleyball team wins three in weekend tournament
"We're gradually improving,"
said UCF Coach Lyn
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
King, obviously . pleased with
the victories considering UCF
The volleyball team won had lost three of four games
three matches Friday and one entering the Classic. ''We.had
on Saturday en route to a semi- ·a very good tournament."
final berth in the seven-team
UCF/Burger King-Classic.
However, the Lady Knights ''We'
d
lost to eventual champion
.
re gra uEastern Illinois in a grueling ally improving .
five-game match, 15-13, 15-13,
10-15, u-15, 15-11.
We had a very
UCF (15-7) easily defeated
New South Women's Athletic good tournaConferencefoe Georgia South- · .m ent.·"
em, 15-2, 15-5, 15-3 in first- round play. In the second
-Lyn .King,
round, UCF beat NSWAC rival Stetson 15-4, 15-7, 15-12.
volleyball coach
UCF capped off the evening by
defeating South Florida, 1511, 15-6, 15-10, for the first
The tournament was detime in three years.
signed by King into two pools
On Saturday, the Lady of teams with the top two
Knights defeated North Caro- teams from each pool advanclina Charlotte, 7-15, 15-9, 15- ing into semifinal action. It
7, 15-11 to advance into the meant that a team like UCF,
semifinals.
· who won four matches could

by Paul Owers

•

•
•

..
•

•

lose a fifth and be denied a
chance at playing in the finals .
"I couldn't judge who the
stronger teams were when I
made out the draw," said King,
who hadn't seen any of the outof-state teams play before they
took the .court over the weekend. "I tpink if we played Eastern Illinois in a single dual
match we could beat them."

l·
~·

More good news resulted
when Terri Hinton and Kim
Gass were named to the alltournament tea~. It was the
second such .honor for Hinton,
who was named previously to
the all-tournament team of the ·
UCF Fall Preview Classic that
opened the season .
The Lady Knights return to
action tomorrow at home
against Southwest Texas
State at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, the Knights play
host to the University ofNorth
Carolina. Match time is 7 p.m.

Joe Weinstein/CENTf<Al FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's Kelly McFarlane returns a shot .during the weekend's
volleyball action .
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Don1t Drink & Drive

'

A public service message from

Will:Bgg_erS Institute
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Cross country stumbling toward state meet
by Tom Davis
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

With the University of Florida Invitational cancelled Saturday, the
men's and women's cross country
teams participated in the Brevard
Community College Invitational Friday. The
women's
team competed without two runners. ·" The
women
were openly
frustrated
with their
performance," assista·nt coach·
Tom. Metts
Dana Martin

said.
Tracy Hart led the Lady Knights
with a time of21 :30. Teammates Marri
Riedel and Barbara Ziccardi ran in the
number two and three slots. Both ran
personal best.times of21:43 and 22:54,
respectively.
With less than two weeks to go before the state meet, the Knights enter
the final stage of the season. Coach
Dana Martin said the teams need to
start to get ready for state.
Metts· agreed, saying, "We're progressing, but we still have a ways to go.
We're starting to come together as a
team."
The men's team finished ·fifth Friday.
''This is the first time in three years
we had five men under 30 minutes,"
Metts said. Joe Meller, who remains
ineligible, finished second overall in
the 5-mile race with a personal best

time oi' 25:59.
"We need to get Joe (Meller) eligible
before state," Martin said. Meller
would have led the Knights had he
been eli.gible.
Lastye·ar's number one runner, Ken
Rohr, is starting to show his old form.
He led the men's team with a time of
27:51, improving on last week's time by
over two minutes. Fo Bowing Rohr were
Mike Bourque (28:26), Jay Getty
(28:49) and Steve Steffy, who continues
to improve every week, setting another
personal best with a time of 29:30.
The men's and women's races were
won by Flagler College. Gary Marrow
won the men~s race in 26:05 and teammate Tawney Kern won the women's
race in 18:34.
Saturday, Stetson University will
host the last meet before the USF State
University Inyitational.
·

Hoop season kicks off with "Midnight Madness Ill"
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Hea~ Coach Phil Carter will be putting his 198788 UCF men's basketball team through its paces in
the early morning, Thursday.
·
That's because the men's basketball season will
officially begin with "Midnight Madness III", the
squad's first practice at 12:01 a.m. The session, a ftillgame scrimmage, is open to the public.
·

''We're looking forward to beginning practices,"
said Carter, now in his third year as the Knight
mentor.
"And, we want to build enthusiasm for the coming
season," he said. "Our 'Midnight Madness' will give
UCF fans a first-hand look at the team."
The Knights return three starters from last year's·
12-15 squad. Pat Crocklin, a 6-4 junior, has led the
team in scoring for the past two seasons. He averaged
13.3 points-per-game in '86-87. Also returning is 6-6
senior Stan Haithcock (8.2 ppg.) and 6-2 senior

Bryant Woodford (7.8 ppg.).
The Knights return seven lettermen and iook for
the contribution of four newcomers . .
Among the "new Knights" are junfor forwards
Fred Crawford (6-6), Ben Morton (6-8), Michael Boles
(6-7) and Marty Collier (6-3).
UCF begins its season with an exhibition game
against Ottawa (Canada) University Nov. 14, then
· tips off regular-season pfay against visiting Bucknell
University, Nov. 27.

I • the ·Classifieds

For information on how to place a classified ad,
call Mike at The Central Florida Future. 275-2601.

Need -Money for Coll-ege ?
·Money for College is all around you
If ... you know where to look!

Our financial aid matching service will
match your qualifications with hundreds
of financial aid sources.
Write to: National Student Data Serivce

J

CHI ALPHA
presents:
4th ANNUAL

•

1638 W. Holden Ave. 191A
Orlando, Fl. 32809
For free· information package

or call:

(305) 857-4631 and leave name
and address.

...

AL1TI.

.KA
• Great Salads
• Enormous Deli
Sandwiches
• Gourmet Specials
• Mouthwatering
Homemade
Cheesecake
• Live Entertainment
every Friday and
· Saturday night

IIB<P
COLLEGE
NIGHT

Come see the Sisters and Pledges of U.C.F.'s Six Sororities
.compete iri games involving Watermelons on the U.C.F. Green.
WEDNESDAY 14th~ 11:00 KickOff Celebration (everyone invited)
11:15 - 1:00 P.M. Games On The Green
FRIDAY 16th: 11:00 - 1:00 P.M. MORE exciting Games On Green.
8:30 - Turn in decorated Melons ~ Canned Food

•

(aAl

~

~'THEBESTFOODINTOWN!!" . ~ ~

lllliW&W

WATERMELON BUST Party Extravaganza (Sororities Only): 9:00-1:00 P.M. In. S.A.C. Wild Pizza t
l

I

Good Luck Ladies,
LOVE AXA

•
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_Playoff hopes alive with weekend sweep
by Chris Brady
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

·-

•
•

The women's soccer team
wrapped a weekend sweep
with a 2-1 victory over 16thranked Boston College.
The weekend victories put
the Lady Knights over the .500
mark for the first time this
season. UCF also defeated
Boca Raton 4-0 Saturday.
UCF took a 1-0 lead against
Boston College when Michelle
Akers fed Alyson Barnes for a
short frontal goal. Boston College tied the game on a goal by
Katie Connelly.
With 13 minutes left, an
apparent goal by UCF's -Kit
Conner was blocked when a
Boston College defender intentionally committed a hand ball
penalty. Jean Varas' penalty
kick was saved by Boston College goalkeeper Maggie Basa.
However, Basa was penalized

for moving too early giving
UCF new life. Sandy Carter
kicked the penalty kick retake
and scored.
Despite the tight game,
Coach Jim Rudy _felt UCF

""We have to
win all our remaining games
for a chance
at the
playoffs
11

•

-Jim Rudy
UCF soocer coach
should have won easily. UCF
outshot Boston College 31-9.
On Saturday, UCF outshot
Boca Raton 31-7 .
. "I am v~ry concerned about

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

our · inability to finish it off,"
said Rudy. "We should have
beat Boca Raton 8-0 and the
Boston College game should
have been over at halftime."
Leslie Suder, Varas, Barnes
and Melissa Fellner each
scored goals in the Boca Raton
game. Suder and Varas had
assists as well.
UCF, riding a four game
winning streak, has a winning
record at 5-4 for the first time
this season. Boston College
was the team's fourth victory
. over a Top 20 team. Rudy _expects the team to vault back
into the Top 20, but the road to
the playoffs is still uncertain.
''We have to win all of our ·
remaining games to have a
chance for the playoffs," said
Rudy. "We are also depending
on good finishes by these
ranked teams that we have
beaten."
UCF's All-American soccer player, Michelle Akers .

BC shuts out men's soccer, dashes playoff hopes
by -Scott Broden

·-

· William & Mary ended UCFs playoff hopes when it shut out the men's
soccer team, 3-0, Saturday at St. Claire
Field.
Coach Jim Rudy said the Knights
should still be able to equal or surpass
last season's 9-5-5 team.
William & Mary (10-1-1) dominated
the first half against UCF (5-5).
W&M defenders shut down the
Knights' main two offensive threats,
senior forward Mark Lamb and junior
midfielder Ian Gill. Yet, UCF defenders failed to keep up with W&M forwards Tim Larkin and John Tuttle.
"We have a couple of excellent defenders and a sweeper,"W&M coach Al

~CLICK!!

Albert said. "I think the biggest factor
was the quickness of our front forwards, especially Tuttle and Larkin."
W&M took a 1-0 lead when Tuttle
broke down
the left side
of the field
and shot
hard
at
UCF goalkeeper Dan
Cordia.
Cordia
bobbled the
ball and
Larkin
sneaked in
and picked
Jim Rudy
up the re-'
bound for the score.
"Dan (Cordia) didn't handle that ball

TAKE ABITE OUT OF

mlllE·
rm
A m - l'ro.m UUI Crlmo Pn!Yo'otJon
Coailtlon and lobe A4 Counajl.
C 1985 Tho Advert\Blng Cour>cU
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right," Rudy said.
W&M took a two goal lead 45 seconds later, when Larkin scored his
second goal·off a pass from midfielder
Ricky Dahain.
"He flicked it in, and I touched it into
the goal," Larkin said.
"It was a lack of concentration on the
part of the goal side (defense) of the
team," junior defe.nder Tim Smith said.
W&M dominated the remainder of
play in thefirsthalf, mainly on the goal
threats of Tuttle. ''Tuttle was virtually
unstoppable," Albert said.
Rudy agreed, saying, "We really
struggled with him." UCF junior Tom
Wurdack, who was sick with a virus,
covered Tuttle most of the game.
W &M put the game out ofreach nine
minutes into the second half off of a free
kick at midfield near the sideline. De-

Write to:
McGruff™

.

. Crime Prevention Coalition
Box 6600
Rockville, ·:Md. 20850

fender Summers Hambrick kicked the
ball just in front of UCF's net where
Larkil) picked it up. Larkin quickly
passed it to Daham, also in front of the
net, and Daham chipped a shot over the
reach of Cordia for the goal.
The Knights came on strong the rest
of the . game and had several near
misses. "We played a completely different game in the second half," Rudy
said. "We tackled. hard, we passed
quicker, we created goal opportunities.
We could have had five goals in the
second half. We missed them all. We
started to play way too late."
The Knights' next game will be
· against the Florida Institute of Technology in Melbourne at 7 p. m. Wednesday.

U.S. ~ace. CorP.s·

The toughest job you'll ever love•
A Public Service of This Newspaper & l)1e Advertising Council

.

Football-Is ,
.I n The A·i r!!
Join the football team in
Tallahassee and .show your
full support!
The Office Of Minority Student Services is
sponsoring a bus ride to Tallahassee. The
bus wiJl depart from Orlando on Friday, Nov.
13th and return to Orlando on Sunday afternoon, Nov .15th. Two different packages and
prices are available . .
For information contact:

The Office Of Minority Student Services
275-2716 • Dr. Robert Belle.

Frustration and ·accompli·shment- , 1
by Paul Owers
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

He sat near the entrance of the
locker room peeling off his sweatsoaked uniform, pausing only to accept
compliments and ponder an occasional
question. The game-had taken its toll
on him physically, but the words flowing from UCF quarterback Darin
Slack's lips pr~wed that he was satisfied nonetheless.
"We did enough to win," he said. 'We
made a lot of mental mistakes and
didn't take advantage of some things,
but you can't take it back."
The result was a 36-26 victory over
Division II Savannah State Saturday
at the Florida Citrus Bowl, but its
impact on certain members of the
Knights is ~till being felt.
For Slack it was a game blessed with
relief and tainted with frustration. He
completed just lO passes -only one in
the second half-for 150 yards, a touchdown, and two interceptions. Throw in
five sacks by the SSC defense and you
can understand why Slack was taking ·
inventory on body parts at game's end.
It was the running game, though,
that defined UCF's (3-2) victory.
Sophomore running back .Gil Barnes
totaled 85 yards on 17 attempts and
scored twice, while freshman fullback
Perry Balasis scampered 91 yards on
just seven carries to set up sco~es by
Barnes and Robert Ector.

Joe Weiri5tein/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF quarterback Darin Slack, sets up to pass Saturday night against Savannah State. Slack completed 10 of 27 passes for 150 yards.

For Ector, however. thP. price of pain
was written all over his face. True, his
19-yard touchdown run late in the first

half vaultPo UCF into the lead, 19-12,
but he al'so fumbled twice and suffered
a dislocated elbow at the start of the

fourth quarter. Trainers had to support
his every step on his way to get X-rays;
and he is expected to be out two to three
weeks.
For the game, the Knights· suffered
six turnovers, and Coach GeQe McDowell was quick to dwell on their importance.
'We made more mistakes tonight
than we should have made," he said.
'We were very close to losing this
game."
·
.
Kicker Ed O'Brien put the Knights
on the scoreboard early with field goals
of 30 and 39 yards, while Bernard Ford
hauled in a 29-yard touchdown pass
.from Slack to put UCF in front, 12-0.
Savannah State's Edwin Ford's 2yard run sandwiched in between two
40-yard field goals by Ruben Bennett
evened the score at 12 with 3:55 remaining in the first quarter.
After Barnes ran 1 7 yards for a
touchdown with 8:09 remaining in the
third quarter, Everette Norwood countered with a 9-yard run late in the
quarter to bring SSC to within 10. It
was the first · third quarter score
against the Knightmare defense this
year.
Each team added a touchdown in the
fourth period to cap the scoring. The
victory is expected to move the Knights
back into the Division II Top 20, but
McDowell warned, "Itdependsonifthe
people ahead of us lost. We didn't hurt
ourselves any."

•
•
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Surprisel Knights unveil running game
the offense still managed to net 192 rushing
yards, much coming on long runs.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
'We thought we could run on them," McDow-•
ell said. "And fortunately, we did."
The timing was just right for UCF's·running
Starting fullback Perry Balasis rushed for 91
game to finally come alive Saturday when it yards on seven carries, the most yards rushed
gained 283 yards against Savannah State.
for by a UCF back this year. "I'll have to thank
The timing was just right because the rest of my offensive line," Balasis said. "The holes were
UCFs game disappeared.
there. Lookin' good, lookin' good."
In their four previous games, the Knights
averaged 297 yards a game passing and only 50
yards rushing. Against Savannah, quarterback
Darin Slack completed only 10 of 27 passes for
Our running game came
150 yards.
along. Believe it or not, it was
"Our running game came along," Slack sa~d. the key to victory.
"Believe it or not, it was the key to victory."
-.Darin Slack,
Savannah coach William Davis agreed, sayUCF quarterback e
ing, 'We didn't know if UCF was going to be a
running team or a passing te~m. We played the
.
,
pass well and then we got over-anxious and we
Backup fullback Gil Barnes rushed for 90
were so pass consCious, that they busted some yards on 1 7 carries and ran for two second half .n
big plays on us."
touchdowns.
.
. .
The UCF defense also played differently. The
Tailback Robert .Ector also picked up _72
previous two games, the defense·gave up a lot of .
points in the first quarter ~nd played strong for ·. ·y~rds on seven carries. E~tor scored the wm- -.o
the next three quarters. Saturday night, the mng touchdown for the Kn1gh~s when he swept
Joe Weinstein/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
defense shut out Savannah in the first quarter le~tfor 19 yards and then dove i.nto th~ end zone.
UCF running backs Robert ~ctor (near) and Perry Balasis and then allowed 26 points the rest of the game. His touchdown broke a 12-12 tie late m the first ,
kicked the running game into gear Saturday. Ector ran for 71
The gro:und attack lacked consistency, losing half.
yards. while Balasis added 91.
91 yards on tackles. ljowever, 44 of those yards
Wide receiver Bernard Ford also added 28
· came on five Savannah quarterback sacks. But yards on th~ee end-around carries.

by ~ott Broden
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With recently proven running game; .Knights can fly
What a reliefit was to see UCFs running game finally come oµt of its hiatus. Running for big gains like the
Knights did Saturday night brought
back memories of.last year's backfield
of Aaron Sam and Elgin Davis, both
now in the NFL.
It was a long time coming, but the
running game looks like it's here to
stay. And it couldn't have come at a
better time. UCF is now on the downside of its schedule, facing no opponent
in a higher division. The Knights cannot afford to lose, at all.
Basically, the Knights' running ·
game stalled at the beginning of the

•111
season with Division II UCF facing
three Division I-AA opponents. Young
UCF backs and a brand new offensive
line had a hard time battling the larger,
stronger opponents. Only one player,
David Underwood, returned from last
year's line.
Also consider fullback P~rry Balasis

is a freshman and Gilbert Barnes is a threw a team off that prepared for the
sophomore. And tailback Robert Ector pass. The running and passing games
is considered small at 5-foot-8. But the will complement each other·nicely the ..Y
offensive line is jelling and it opened remainder of the season.
holes Saturday for the trio, which
As far as the rest of the season is
combined for 24 7 yards. Going into the concerned, most of the opponents
game UCF had only gained 199 yards should be comparable to Savannah -"
by the run.
.
-state, with the exception of Division INow playing on their own level, the AA Florida A&M (Nov. 14). FAMU
Knights shouid gallop their way to a defeated two-time Division I-AA nan
Division II playoff spot. The running tional champ Georgia Southern earlier
game will take pressure off of the pass- in the season. Georgia Southern
ing game, UCF's bread and butter. dropped UCF 34-32.
Plus," the running game will give opponents an added worry. Saturday night
was a perfect example of how UCF
SEE WALLY PAGE 11

